Quick Hook® SS & LS
Standard and Low Height Hooks for Side Mount Rails

Installation Instructions
Quick Hook® SS & LS
Instructions for Installing Standard and Low Height Hooks for Side Mount Rails

**Installation Tools Required:** stud finder, tape measure, utility knife, drill with 7/32” bit, impact drill with 1/2” socket, #3 phillips power bit (use with drill only), caulk gun, appropriate sealant compatible with roofing materials, roofing bar, hand broom, electric grinder with a 4.5” triple sandwich tuck point blade.

1. Remove the tile at selected location of the mount. Locate and mark the center of the rafter.

2. Rest the base plate over center of rafter and mark center of holes. Drill two 7/32” pilot holes and fill with sealant compatible with roofing materials.

3. Connect hook to base plate and drive lag screws into rafter through the two holes to a solid, snug fit. DO NOT over tighten lag screws, this may compromise their holding strength.

4. Slide hook into desired position within valley of the tile. Hook must not overhang the sides of the base plate. Drive self-tapping screw using a #3 Phillips bit on a screw driver or drill with clutch set at a medium torque, to secure hook to base. **Do not use impact gun on screw.**

5. Carefully clean the underlayment then apply bead of sealant compatible with roofing materials in the shape of an upside down U on the backside of the sub-flashing, and install flashing over mount. Fasten sub-flashing to deck with one roofing nail in each top corner. Do not nail bottom corners.

6. Quick Mount PV recommends installation per the Tile Roofing Institute guidelines with a base flashing. Alternative flashing methods may be approved by the AHJ at their discretion.

7. Cut a clearance notch in the weather guard lug using a grinder with a tuck point blade. Make sure the tile seats back down in it’s original position. Leave at least ¼” of tile to prevent breaking through.

8. Bolt the side-mounted rail of your choice to the hook, using the rail manufacturer’s hardware.

Follow all the directions of the rack manufacturer as well as the module manufacturer.

All roofing manufacturers’ written instructions must also be followed by anyone modifying a roof system. Please consult the roof manufacturer’s specs and instructions prior to touching the roof.
Additional tips and information for installing tile hooks:

- To speed installation, prep the tile hook arm by partially seating the self tapping screw into the arm before getting onto the roof.

- See Quick Hook install and Quick Tips videos on tile cutting, installing wood blocks, and more at: www.quickmountpv.com/support/videos.html

- For more details on waterproofing please visit our website: http://www.quickmountpv.com/tile-waterproofing

- Take care not to damage tiles while working on the roof. When walking on the roof place your foot where tiles overlap. For more information on the proper way to walk on a tile roof visit the Tile Roofing Institute's website: http://tileroofing.org/

- If you cannot find replacements for broken tiles of the same color, painting the replacement tiles to match is recommended. If the tile being replaced is in a highly visible section of the roof consider swapping the tile with one from a section of the roof that is not visible. Tile adhesive should be used only to repair small breaks and chips like broken corners. Completely broken or cracked tiles will not fit properly if repair with tile adhesive is attempted.

- When shims are used under the Quick Hook Base Plate the following is recommended:
  - Screw embedment must be checked for proper holding force
  - Flashing must still have the necessary coverage
  - Shim material must be compatible with aluminum and roofing materials
  - Consulting with a Structural Engineer is recommended

- **CAUTION:** Prior to installation, check that proper screw embedment will be achieved for the necessary site load and roofing configurations.

**WARNING:** Quick Mount PV products are NOT designed and should NOT be used for anchoring fall protection equipment.
#3 TYPE 1 (PHILLIPS) DRIVE ON SCREW
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**ITEM NO.** | DESCRIPTION | QTY.
--- | --- | ---
1 | BASE PLATE, QUICK HOOK, 6”, 6061-T6, MILL | 1
2 | LAG SCREW, HEX HEAD, 5/16" x 3-1/2", 18-8SS | 2
3 | QUICK HOOK, STANDARD/LOW HEIGHT, VERTICAL, 1.5", 6061-T6/6005A-T61, MILL | 1
4 | SCREW, SELF-TAPPING, #12 X 5/8", 18-8SS, MILL | 1
5 | SUBFLASHING, QUICK HOOK, 6" BASE, 9" X 14" X .032", 3003-0, MILL | 1

---

**PROPRIETARY AND CONFIDENTIAL**

Proprietary and Confidential. This drawing is the sole property of Quick Mount PV. Any reproduction in part or as a whole without the written permission of Quick Mount PV is prohibited.

---

**DIMENSION** | QMHSS | QMHLS
--- | --- | ---
A | 6.57 | 6.30
B | 2.21 | 1.93
C | 1.89 | 1.60
D | 6.27 | 6.00

---
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Dimensions are in inches.
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